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E. O’Sullivan et al.

The most notable feature in the abundance map (Fig. 1, middle
panel) is a general roughly solar abundance region in the centre
of the map, which is asymmetric and clumpy, indicating uneven
enrichment of the ICM. Regions of supersolar abundance extend
along the jets to the radius of the western knot and the base of the
eastern lobe, with some extension to the north. The solar abundance
region is somewhat more extended south of the jets, but is less
consistent, with patches of both high and low abundance. At larger
radii, the abundances decline, but there is considerable variation
from ∼0.4 Z" regions in the east and west to solar abundances in
the north and south.
The correlation between the supersolar abundance region and
the radio jets suggests that enriched material is being entrained
outwards from the core of NGC 6051. A branch or clump of high
abundances also extends north or north-east from the central galaxy.
This may indicate a trail of material left behind the galaxy, since
the bending of the radio jets suggests that NGC 6051 is moving
south. Alternatively, it could indicate that the entrainment of gas
to the east is less closely confined around the jet than is the case
on the west. Neither the highest abundance features nor the larger
near-solar region correlates with the stellar structure of NGC 6051.
The high-abundance feature extends roughly across the minor-axis
of the galaxy, but is more extended that the D25 ellipse.
A comparison of the maps with galaxies in the field of view shows
no clear correlations. IC 4588, an early-type galaxy at redshift 0.051,
falls at the western edge of the large, cool, low-abundance region
to the south-east of the eastern radio lobe (region 1 in Fig. 1). It is
possible that the cool material is associated with the galaxy, perhaps
as part of a galaxy group. Koranyi & Geller (2002) find a small
number of galaxies at approximately the same recession velocity.
However, there is no clear surface brightness structure in the region
and there are insufficient counts to allow us to identify any additional
spectral components. An apparent radio source coincident with IC
4588 is seen in the 610-MHz contours, but a comparison with the
available GMRT and VLA maps at other frequencies suggests that
while there is a source at this position, its apparent extension is the
result of a noise feature.
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Figure 3. Abundance map of the core of AWM 4, with GMRT 610-MHz
contours overlaid. Rectangular regions were used to examine the variation
in abundance across and along the jet. The white cross marks the position
of the radio core.

outside that area. The abundance of the westernmost region is lower
than the abundances in the inner jet at 90 per cent significance.
Combining regions of similar metallicity, we find that the inner
part of the jets (regions 3–5 of the east-to-west profile or region 3
of the north-to-south profile) is more enriched than the regions at
the eastern end of the jet at 3.2σ significance, but only at a 2.0σ
level in comparison to the western regions. However, comparing
the inner jet to a combination of the extreme western and eastern
regions shows a 3.4σ difference. The northern and southern regions,
combined in pairs, are less abundant at the 2.4–2.7σ level or 3σ ,
if all four are simultaneously fitted. In general, we conclude that
the high-abundance region is more extended from east to west than
from north to south, following the jet, and that its abundance is
significantly greater than its surroundings, by ∼0.4 Z" .

3.1 Metal enrichment along the jets

3.2 Accuracy of the spectral maps and potential sources of bias

Figs 3 and 4 show the map of best-fitting abundance values, compared to the 610 MHz radio structure and the 90 per cent upper and
lower bound maps. The central abundance feature, which correlates
with the jets is clear in all three maps. Maps of the fitted statistic
show variation across the field, but do not appear correlated with
the temperature or abundance maps. This suggests that the apparent
features are not the product of poor spectral fits in particular regions.
We test this conclusion more thoroughly in Section 3.2.
To examine the high abundances associated with the radio jets,
we placed a number of rectangular regions along and across the
jet, shown in Fig. 3. Smaller regions are used in the inner part of
the jet to allow us to look for any central abundance peak, larger
regions outside to minimize the uncertainties on abundance. Spectra
were extracted from these regions and fitted with an absorbed APEC
model. The resulting abundances are shown in Fig. 5. The eastto-west profile uses the two large rectangular regions at each end

To test the accuracy of the maps, we defined regions covering specific temperature and abundance features, extracted spectra from
these regions and fitted them. The regions contain between ∼660
and ∼2900 net counts in the 0.7–7.0 keV band. While the spectral
extraction and fitting process is identical in mapping and normal
spectral analysis, these regions were not constrained to contain a
fixed number of counts, so should provide a test of the smoothinglike effect of the mapping process. It also allows us to determine
how well the variation within map regions corresponds to the uncertainty on the normal spectral fit. Fig. 6 shows comparisons of
the range of temperatures and abundances found in the map regions
with the values derived from the spectral fits.
In general, the maps appear to provide an accurate estimate of
both the temperature and abundance. One spectral fit, for region A,
finds a significantly higher temperature than the map suggests. This
appears to be a smoothing issue, the spectral extraction regions used
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outside that area. The abundance of the westernmost region is lower
than the abundances in the inner jet at 90 per cent significance.
Combining regions of similar metallicity, we find that the inner
part of the jets (regions 3–5 of the east-to-west profile or region 3
of the north-to-south profile) is more enriched than the regions at
the eastern end of the jet at 3.2σ significance, but only at a 2.0σ
level in comparison to the western regions. However, comparing
the inner jet to a combination of the extreme western and eastern
regions shows a 3.4σ difference. The northern and southern regions,
combined in pairs, are less abundant at the 2.4–2.7σ level or 3σ ,
if all four are simultaneously fitted. In general, we conclude that
the high-abundance region is more extended from east to west than
from north to south, following the jet, and that its abundance is
significantly greater than its surroundings, by ∼0.4 Z" .
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3.2 Accuracy of the spectral maps and potential sources of bias

Figs 3 and 4 show the map of best-fitting abundance values, compared to the 610 MHz radio structure and the 90 per cent upper and
lower bound maps. The central abundance feature, which correlates
with the jets is clear in all three maps. Maps of the fitted statistic
show variation across the field, but do not appear correlated with
the temperature or abundance maps. This suggests that the apparent
features are not the product of poor spectral fits in particular regions.
We test this conclusion more thoroughly in Section 3.2.
To examine the high abundances associated with the radio jets,
we placed a number of rectangular regions along and across the
jet, shown in Fig. 3. Smaller regions are used in the inner part of
the jet to allow us to look for any central abundance peak, larger

To test the accuracy of the maps, we defined regions covering specific temperature and abundance features, extracted spectra from
these regions and fitted them. The regions contain between ∼660
and ∼2900 net counts in the 0.7–7.0 keV band. While the spectral
extraction and fitting process is identical in mapping and normal
spectral analysis, these regions were not constrained to contain a
fixed number of counts, so should provide a test of the smoothinglike effect of the mapping process. It also allows us to determine
how well the variation within map regions corresponds to the uncertainty on the normal spectral fit. Fig. 6 shows comparisons of
the range of temperatures and abundances found in the map regions
with the values derived from the spectral fits.
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